
                     
 
  

Minutes of Committee Meeting 
 

Tuesday, 16th July 2019 at 7.30 pm 
Mevagissey Social Club 

 
 

  
Agenda 

 
1. In Attendance: GH, SL, CB, CW, DL, HS, GM, NN, SG, RM 

Apologies PV  
2. Minutes of previous meeting agreed as correct (Proposer 

SL, seconded HS) and signed by NN  
3. Matters arising (if not on agenda) -no matters arising 
4. Treasurer report (GH) 

Circulated -matters of note: Some cancelled entries due to 
BACS payments unauthorised due to changeover of 
authorised counter signatories- now re done. Donation from 
Tregony care home £100.Catherine and Pietro Adele 
donation £100 GM to acknowledge when address received. 
Trailer Insurance £109. Feast week take £1579.50. £1309 
will be donated to feast week fund. 

5. Fundraising (RR)  
Feast week fete attended- 4 CD’s sold. Some discussion 
about efficacy of attending this next year and committee 
concluded that we would not. Thank you RR for doing it! 

6. Publicity report (MT) 
No report 

7. New concert and events requests to consider 
St Petroc’s, Bodmin, Oct 5th. NN will give confirmed date to 
choir. Tickets £8, £125 fee to church. Large venue so tickets 
will need pushing. CB will engage with Prostrate Cancer 



Charity personnel to support promotion. Venue for afterglow 
awaits.(Borough Arms/Hole in Wall?)  

8. Forthcoming concert arrangements 
Bude 25th -Chris Bale organising. No coach currently BUT 
choir will be asked again if they want one. 
Second quay concert may need to be indoors due to high 
tide-NN will decide nearer the day but will probably start 
early-NN will mention to choir on Monday next. 

9. Feedback from recent concerts 
Noss Mayo-risers did not fit! RR will add info box to choir 
arrangements to ensure such things are recorded in future 
and thus avoided. 
RR had to collect pasties for Feast Week concert during 
second half of concert and thus could not sing. Thanks to 
him expressed but this must be avoided in future. 

10.  Music Committee (T Coplin) 
‘Fields Of Gold ‘ considered but no decent arrangement 
currently available. Some other suggestions considered that 
might need the engagement of Peter Luing to arrange. 
Committee amenable to this in principle. 

11. CD sales (CW, RM) Steady, including two from website 
12. Almoner (Andy Gill) 

No report 
13. Section leaders 

Only issue to note is that Tops and Baritones are in need of 
new recruits!! 

14. Date of next meeting-17th September 7.30 pm 
15.      Birmingham arrangements-Chris Bale is trying to arrange a   
concert on the way home from this at Wiveliscombe. 
16.  AOB 
GH-can Matt have a new lamp? – yes. We need trip matting-  RR 

has some he can supply. 
RR-continuing to work on website. Can Matt have feedback on the 

teach tracks? NN will ask choir 
Peter Bowker- a suggestion that we support Mike the assistant MD 

with training-wholeheartedly agreed NN will ask Phil Taylor 
about providing this. 

Trailer Parking- RM will ask Gary Mitchell about his Port Mellon 
boat park but likely we will need to use Drive Line at least in 
summer as not too expensive and very local. 



SL- proposal concerning black badges for long service- to be 
reconsidered. 

Meeting closed at 9.40 
             
 

    


